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The Light of Venus offers a complete system of tracking with and understanding the cycle of
Venus in our skies. It describes how your innate Feminine Self unfolds into a unique and coinnovative Feminine Dharma. The powerful phases of Venus are an untapped gem for those
wishing to change out of a me-centric life and into a we-empowered life. The day you had been
born reveals which of Venus’ 13 phases is normally yours. It demonstrates how exactly to
embrace even more of your internal feminine nature to enable you to better contribute to a
better world. Read “The Light of Venus” and you will know the secret too.“ - Mary Plumb,
Publication Editor, The Mountain Astrologer "Adam Gainsburg listened to the sky and the sky did
something it extremely rarely does: it revealed to him a fresh secret. Comprehensive
explanations, look-up tables, and attractive sky images make it easy to understand both the
astronomy and the actual human experience of Venus in our skies at every phase. The Light of
Venus unlocks the historic artwork of delineating observable planetary events and grounds them
in contemporary, forward-leaning understandings. The Light of Venus features an easy, powerful
method for aligning body, center and brain to the monthly meeting of Venus and our Moon.
"Adam Gainsburg’s work can be an alchemy of intelligence and creativity that opens a brilliant
pathway to take astrology from a cerebral, mental study, more deeply into the full art to be
human being. As an astrologer, discovering Adam Gainsburg’s function was a bit like discovering
a new wing in my well-loved house. I really believe he has made a new mythology of Venus. It
demonstrates how to connect what you discover in the sky with how you best participate in the
world. Rooted in the many ancient skywatching methods and explained for contemporary
readers, The Light of Venus is normally less astrology book and more a sky compass for
empowering our femininity.” - Steven Forrest, author of The Internal Sky “The Light of Venus
explores in great fine detail the phases happening in the cycle of Venus [and] reveals the
importance of seeing each specific positioning in the horoscope as embedded in a network of
interplanet cycles and holographic connections.” - Melanie Reinhart, writer of Chiron and the
Recovery Journey
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Uncannily accurate, beautifully written and understandable to the layperson I have browse
numerous books of spiritual teachings, but nothing approximately astrology. My friend
recommended this book if you ask me as the ideal place to start learning. Truthfully, I was
shocked at how accurate a description of my life's trip I read. The way the author described my
Venus-Moon phase made me understand in a fresh and succinct method that my very existence
from a age has been devoted to Surrendering and Discovery again and again and over again - but
on a different part of the spiral. Each phase includes a specific and therefore Adam delineates.
It's incredible how all light-loaded spiritual and metaphysical teachings and info lead you
ultimately to the same soul realizations.This book is quite easy for the layperson to read,
although for those proficient in astrology I'm sure there is much more depth found. After
scanning this book you will need to go out at night and look up at the sky just like the earliest
astrologers do. The author is a beautiful writer - he creates and weaves powerful and memorable
images through the entire book. He enables you to feel the ancient truths he describes, not just
understand them on an intellectual level.. A deeper understanding I learned all about Adam
Gainsburg's reserve, "The Light of Venus" during a personal reading where he used the Venus
routine. One of these can be on Venus-Moon aspects, adding another dimension. I wasn't
disappointed. He then goes on to differentiate between the personal feminine and the dharmic
feminine, which can be ones spiritual responsibility to the collective and thus objective and
beyond self, where one moves from me to we. Adam is an excellent writer and clarifies and
defines the Venus phases completely in an easy-to-understand way. This makes it easy to review
Venus phases by using the information in mention of those you know. Thanks a lot Adam for
giving me a deeper knowledge of my natal chart and of my entire life path. Adam Gainsburg
provides added info to your astrological knowledge by using the ancient approach to
observation. Venus phases, as demonstrated in Adam Gainsburg's book, give a wealth of details
that augments zodiacal delineations, making them a lot more personally attuned, more
resonating.Adam defines phases as the dynamic sub-section of a planet's complete cycle with
another body that conveys a broader meaning compared to the world itself. You can observe the
phases as Venus movements from morning celebrity to evening superstar and back again.... This
is a remarkable book and should be on the bookshelf of any serious astrologer. There is a lot
more to be uncovered about Venus and Adam Gainsburg goes to that knowledge. Excellent
reference on Venus and her phases. A great reference reserve for understanding the synodic
phases of Venus and the characteristics of each phase in the chart. Lots of details, charts, tables.
Gainsburg shares a genuine depth of encounter in this book. Excellent astrology book
Exceptional astrology, astronomy and spirit of Venus. New insights of traditional astrology.
Suggested to all or any astrologers and anyone thinking about the goddess and world Venus.
Class project Purchased this book to preview meant for a class. Want to do some more studying
to appreciate this content. May recommend it to the course as a reference reserve. That is a
book you wish to have on your bookshelf This review appears on the business for Professional
Astrology website [...]Review by Arlan WiseThere is something brand-new in this reserve that
originates from something very old. Insightful, mind-opening, and practical As insightful since it
is beautifully written, "Light of Venus" travels to the roots and heart of astrology by meditating
on the visual connection with Venus during one's birth. He uses the astrophysical circumstances
such as speed, lighting, latitude and sky appearance to improve a planet's meanings.Whether
you are on a personal exploratory journey or a specialist astrologer, this book will be a great
addition to your library. He looked at the night time sky for nine years and while doing so he
received understanding from Venus about her phases as she techniques through both night and

morning skies. He has exceptional images and diagrams that put in a visual dimension towards
understanding what he is stating. He describes it as the yin half of the duality of masculine and
feminine and emphasizes that it's not to be observed when it comes to gender. As a long-time
student of astrology, it certainly is a pleasure to find a technique that's not used to me.Venus has
thirteen phases in her relationship to sunlight. Honestly, I'm not sure I really believed that could
be determined by the superstars and planets - but now i do! The meats of the publication is
these complete descriptions of each phase. It really is reprinted here with permission. It is all
good advice that assists you obtain a deeper appear at who you are.In this book Adam uses the
archetypal meaning of feminine when he speaks of Venus. Great for astrologers of most schools.
There is a desk that spans the period of time from 1900-2100, which allows you to find the Venus
stage at birth for you personally, your parents, your kids, and grandchildren, and all your close
friends. In applying them to myself also to my family associates, There is them to become
uncannily accurate. There is a table that makes it easy for you to discover your Venus-Moon
conjunction with information on the indication it really is in and what it means for you
personally. The reading was exceptional and my curiosity was piqued so I got the book
immediately.The book contains thirteen appendices.That is an easy book to learn but is not a
book for beginners since you need to know your basics to understand it. It is a book that will
make you think. The Light of Venus gives your understanding of astrology a new and added
dimension. There is so much information in this book that I know I'll be coming back to it again
and again as I digest it. As the book's title focuses on one particular planet, it is not just a study
of Venus, nor another planetary `cookbook'. have already been astrophysical instead of
astrological. This was indeed an ideal book to begin with my education about astrology..e. Adam
provides factual data, the personal and dharmic (soul development) meanings of every phase,
and a meditation picture. Reviewer - Diana McMahon Collis Adam Gainsburg's publication will
charm to anyone thinking about understanding about their particular purpose on this planet,
especially through their `dharma'-or spiritual responsibility- describing the unique gift that all
person can bring in to the world. This is a book you would like to have on your bookshelf. The
Light of Venus is normally primarily about the partnership of Venus to sunlight in the sky. By
doing so it immediately reminded me of Dane Rudhyar's work on Moon cycles (The Lunation
Cycle), but Gainsburg explains that systems such as for example Rudhyar's depend on an equalphase formulation (phases of equal length), whereas his own study and theory have been
predicated on direct sky experience, i.]. The Astrological Journal Review (Jan/Feb 2013 issue) The
following review of The Light of Venus appeared in the Jan/Feb 2013 problem of The Astrological
Journal, [. This book is about the routine of Venus with regards to the Sun and this stages
(phases) of this cycle.
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